ACTIVITY BOOKS • Ref: J0341

THE SON OF BIG FOOT

Delighted to present in exclusivity
2 exciting activity books based on
the soon-to-be released “The Son Of
Bigfoot” 3D movie(*)!

Find the missing letters!

D_MNED! I NEED TO
_UT-OFF ALL THESE
H_IRS THAT HAVE
GR_WN OVER_IGHT.

2
3
4

5

6

A
I WOU_D HAVE RE_LLY
LIKE TO S_E YOUR
_AD HERE. HE WOULD H_VE
B_EN SO _ROUD OF YOU.

THAT WAS THE BONNE_
OF YOUR DA_. IT FITS
YOU SO _ICELY!

B

DO I R_ALLY N_ED TO EAT
THIS FOR L_NCH? YUCK!

With Bright & Fun Stickers!

• 210 x 297 mm

Foreseen publication:

• 24 pages + 1 sticker spread
+ peek-a-boo die-cut cover

June 2017
Deadline for material:

2 nd January 2017
(*) Produced by Studiocanal, nWave Pictures and Waterman Ent.
(Alvin and the Chipmunks) and directed by Ben Stassen!

This fully animated film, scheduled for
Fall 2017, centres on a teenage outsider
who discovers he is the son of the
mysterious and legendary Bigfoot! This
adventurous little boy discovers that he
too is gifted with superpowers, which
he will need to save his family from the
villains.
Our 2 titles offer a rich mix of
varied puzzles and games using
the actual images and scenes of
the movie! Full thrills guaranteed!
• Images & illustrations from the new
3D movie
• Thrilling activities

1

Match each jigsaw puzzle piece
with the appropriate scene!
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DISCOVER ANIMALS
Discover

COMMUNICATION
Dolphins

Animals

ANIMALS TALK!

Dolphins can produce a variety of calls and
whistles depending on whether they want to
coordinate hunting strategies, summon their
young or call for help. They slap their flippers
together to attract attention and clap their jaws
to intimidate other dolphins.

Some animals are capable of
communicating with one another – just
using a different “language” from ours.
Elephants

Whale song

Bees
When worker bees come across a
source of food, they go back
to the hive and do a special dance
to tell the others how far away
it is and in which direction. If the
food is nearby, they fly in a circle;
if it’s more than 100 metres away,
they dance in a figure of 8.

Lions

The noises produced by humpback
whales sound a lot like singing. These
songs can last for hours… even days.
Certain types of whale song are only
heard during the mating season and are
without doubt used to attract a partner.
Others are used to call for back-up
when planning an attack on a shoal
of fish.
Elephants trumpet* but they also produce
infrasounds* that can’t be heard by us or by
most other animals. The matriarch (dominant
female) uses this means of communication to
assemble the herd, call the little ones or warn
of impending danger.
When two elephants meet up, they give each
other a form of “embrace”, one of them putting
its trunk into its friend’s mouth.

Fireflies
The female
of these
insects is
known as a
“glow-worm”. She can be recognised
by the flashing light she emits – it is
her way of letting male fireflies know
where to find her.

Lions follow a particular ritual when they greet
one another: to say hello, they growl softly, shake
their heads, raise their tails and bump their
heads together. When a lion roars, he is often
marking his territory. He may also be summoning
other members of his pride in order to intimidate
his adversaries or reinforce family ties.

Pandas
To mark its territory, a panda urinates while doing a
handstand: head down and leaning on its front legs, it aims
to wee as high as it possibly can up a tree. In doing so, it
leaves its own unique smell – like a calling card – for those
who may be following in its tracks.
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DEFEND OR ATTACK?

COUNTLESS TECHNIQUES
In nature, it is vital to be able to defend
yourself from predators. Different animals
are equipped with different defence
mechanisms and some are veritable masters
in the art. But if there is a need for so
many means of self-defence, this is purely
because the natural world is full of dangers.

True predators
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With a 4 view lenticular print on the front cover

• 210 x 297 mm

Foreseen publication:

• 64 pages + cover (selfending)

September 2017

• Hard cover + 4 view lenticular
glued on the cover

Deadline for material:

3 rd April 2017

Anaconda

1
2

3

Great white shark

Crocodile

A hunting lioness uses
her heightened strategic
awareness to silently
track a herd of animals
that have absolutely no
idea she is there. The
lioness seizes the moment
as soon as one member
of the herd lets down
its guard: she pounces,
crushes it with her weight
and clamps her jaws
around its neck.

The anaconda is an awesome snake that grows to
at least 9 metres in length. It either suffocates its
prey by winding around it and squeezing tight or
drags it into the water where it drowns.

The crocodile is
endowed with a
powerful jaw and a
set of sharp teeth
that are constantly
being renewed. It can
forcibly propel itself
out of the water,
thereby taking its prey
completely by surprise.

The great white shark is the most
powerful and deadly ocean predator. It
attacks its prey at speed, striking with
such force that the shock alone is enough
to finish the creature off.

Piranha
The piranha is a fish with
razor-sharp teeth. Piranhas
attack en masse, tearing the
flesh off their victim and turning
the water red with blood.

Lioness

Tiger
Strong and solitary, the tiger is universally feared. Having
spotted its prey, it stays a few metres away, motionless,
waiting for the right moment to pounce. But since tigers
are generally slower and have less stamina than their prey,
80% of the time the prey manages to escape!
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A bestselling theme to extend our hit
series “Discover”! This new stunning
title tells children fascinating stories
and facts about incredible animals! It
will allow them to discover and explore
the mysteries of the animal kingdom!
An original concept that blends exciting
texts, funny pictures, spectacular
images and the impressive “4 view
lenticular print” on the front cover, the
trade-mark of our popular “Discover”
series!
• Mix of beautiful pictures with realistic
and fun illustrations
• Educational and engaging

OTHER TITLES WITH 4 VIEW LENTICULAR PRINT

Ref: P0089

Ref: P0064

Discover

Space

Racket sports
The 4 most
common surfaces

Tennis
This is a sport played by 2 or
4 players who return a rubber
ball at each other with a
strung racket over a net,
within court limits. To win a
point, you have to force your
opponent to miss the ball.
A match involves points,

Hard court

It’s a very fast surface that
generates high risk of injuries
due to hard impacts.

Clay court

Tennis outfit

Favors long rallies.

In the early ages of
tennis, players wore
white outfits and
used wooden rackets.
Today, players wear
almost whatever they
feel like (except at
Wimbledon).

Grass court

Very fast surface
which favors serve
and volley play

A yellow ball
reaching 250 km/h

Synthetic court

Mostly used for indoor tennis.

On most professional
competitions, radars are
used to estimate the balls’
speed reached on serve.
The American player, Andy
Roddick delivered the
fastest serve ever officially
measured. It was timed at
249.4 km/h.

games and sets. The points
scored are 15, 30, 40 and
game. In the event of
a “deuce” (tie), 2 straight

Major
competitions

winning points are needed to
win the game. The first player

The four Grand Slam
tournaments are the most
important tennis events of
the year: The Australian Open
takes place in Melbourne end
of January, Roland-Garros in
Paris early June, Wimbledon
during July in London and the
US Open in September in New
York. The player who wins these
4 tournaments the same year has
achieved the Grand Slam. We can
also mention the Davis Cup for
men and the Fed Cup for women
as major competitions where
national teams face each other.

who reaches 6 games with at
least a two game lead wins
the set. If both players score
6 games each, a tie-break is
played to decide who wins
the set. A match is played in
2 or 3 winning sets.

Serve

The server
placed behind the
baseline has to
hit the ball into
the diagonally
opposite service
box, a square
behind the net.

Ref: P0083

Discover Ancient
Le squelette

Le crâne protège
le cerveau.

La clavicule
maintient le
bras soudé au
thorax.

La mandibule est l’os qui te
permet d’ouvrir et de fermer
la bouche, ainsi que de
mastiquer les aliments.

Une côte : elle
protège les
poumons.

L’ humérus
Le bassin garantit
la stabilité du
corps.
Le cubitus

Le radius

La main se
compose de
27 os et de
nombreuses
articulations qui
rendent possible
la réalisation d’un
grand nombre de
mouvements.

Le squelette humain
comprend 206 os.
C’est lui qui donne
une forme à notre
corps et qui en assure
la protection. Les os
sont reliés entre eux
par les articulations.
Mobiles, ces dernières
permettent aux
muscles de faire
bouger tout notre
corps !

Le fémur est
l’os le plus long
du corps.

La rotule*
permet de plier
la jambe.

Le pied est constitué
de 26 os qui
supportent tout
le poids du corps
et nous permet de
marcher et de bouger.
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Ref: P0102

À quoi ressemble l’intérieur des os ?

Même si la partie
externe est très
dure, les os sont
le plus souvent
creux. Parfois, ils
sont composés
de petites cavités,
comme dans une
éponge.

La colonne vertébrale
Elle est l’axe central de
ton corps. C’est elle qui
protège ta moelle épinière,
très importante pour ton
système nerveux et te
permet notamment de
bouger la tête. Prends
bien soin de ta colonne
vertébrale, en évitant de
porter de lourds cartables,
par exemple.

Comment les os s’articulent-ils entre
eux ?
Le point où 2 os s’emboîtent l’un
dans l’autre s’appelle l’articulation.
Ton corps compte quelque
400 articulations. C’est grâce à elles
que tu peux bouger !

Today, rackets are
made of very advanced
and complex materials
such as carbon; they are
much lighter and allow
to strike the ball much
harder.

Forehand

It’s a right hand hit
by a right hand player
or a left hand hit by a
left hand player.

Backhand

A stroke that
begins on the
left side for a
right-handed
and, for a
left-handed,
starts on the
right side.

Wimbledon

Roland-Garros
US Open

Australian Open

Smash
Volley

A stroke made
in the air
before the
ball bounces,
generally near
the net.

A serve-like
overhead shot,
that brings the
ball powerfully
back into the
court. Smashes
are usually used
to win a point.

Ref: P0094

Egypt

L’articulation de l’épaule
Le ligament
unit 2 os.
Le cartilage*
recouvre les
extrémités des
os et permet le
glissement.

Les os grandissent !!!
Chez les nouveau-nés, les os sont
essentiellement constitués
de cartilage*. Situé à
chaque extrémité de
l’os, le cartilage* durcit et se transforme
progressivement en os. L’os devient ainsi
plus long, il grandit. Vers l’âge de 18-20 ans,
on cesse de grandir car tout le cartilage*
a disparu.

Je me suis cassé un os !
Même s’ils sont très solides,
il peut arriver que les os se
cassent sous l’effet d’un choc
violent. Et cela fait très mal !
Si le docteur peut immobiliser l’os
rapidement à l’aide d’un plâtre,
l’os cassé grandit, soigne la lésion
et redevient tout neuf ! Sais-tu
que les fractures osseuses des
enfants guérissent beaucoup plus
vite que celles des adultes ?

Comme les os
se trouvent à
l’intérieur du corps,
il faut faire une
radiographie pour
vérifier si un os est
cassé ; c’est une
photographie de
l’os.

Souplesse
Sais-tu que les enfants
sont plus souples que
les adultes parce qu’ils
ont plus de cartilage* ?
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Discover

Ref: P0109

the Sea

With a 4 view lenticular print on the front cover

3

De quoi est fait notre corps ?

elette,
Le squ
u
charpente d
n
corps humai

Tennis rackets
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DISCOVER HISTORY
The Romans • The Vikings • Knights & Castles • The Renaissance

ancien t times
753 BC

400 AD

58-51 BC
Rome founded
by Romulus

Julius Caesar
and the
Gallic Wars

Start of the great
Germanic migration

313 AD
Edict of Milan:
freedom of religion
in the Roman Empire

27 BC
Beginning of the
Roman Empire*

509 BC
Beginning of the
Roman Republic*

395 AD
Division of the
Roman Empire into
East and West
44 BC
64 AD

Assassination
of Julius Caesar

Romans
began persecuting
Christians

336-323 BC
Reign of Alexander
the Great

300 AD
476 AD
Start of the barbarian
invasions

Ancient times

Modern times

BC = Before Christ

Middle ages

Contemporary era

AD = Anno Domini (after Christ)

Rome: a potted history

Fall of the Western
Roman Empire

Romulus
and Remus

Legend has it that Rome was founded

According to legend, Romulus and Remus
are abandoned as babies on the banks
of the River Tiber*. Thankfully they are
saved by a she-wolf who feeds
them with her own milk.

by twins Romulus and Remus in memory
of the she-wolf that had saved them from certain death.
In the beginning, Rome was a kingdom*, but it later

hail Caesar!

became a republic*. The Roman Republic expanded
territorially to control a vast area of the world.

Julius Caesar is probably the most famous name from Ancient Rome.

Rome grew to be a rich and powerful city where ambitious

He is born into a wealthy patrician* family. At the age of 49,
he is appointed consul* and goes on to become one of the most important
political figures in Rome.

men vied for power! And for this very reason, Rome found
itself rocked yet again – this time becoming an empire*.

But still he craves more power…Caesar makes Gaul a Roman province* and
then defeats General Pompey. In doing so, he becomes the absolute ruler of
Rome. However, his power arouses jealousy in some quarters… He ends up
being murdered in a plot* organised by Brutus, his own adopted son!

Rome ultimately met a tragic end…
Its territory was divided in two: the Western Roman Empire
and the Eastern Roman Empire. The Western Empire
collapsed as a result of the barbarian invasions, while the
Eastern Empire survived several hundred years longer.

Western Empire
Eastern Empire

Rome
Medite

rranea

n Sea

8
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explorers and conquerors
The Vikings were dubbed the “Rulers of the Seas”.
Explorers, merchants, warriors… For one reason or another,
they were constantly on the move!

raids*
Vikings “raid” the villages and towns they come across.
Their raids are targeted, swift and devastating military operations.
And they rely on the element of surprise! It is not their intention to occupy
the territories they attack, but to depart with a large stash of war booty*!

Thanks to their incredible ships, they succeeded in crossing seas and oceans
to reach far-flung destinations including the coastlines of North Africa and
the Near East.
They were even the first Europeans to set foot on North American soil – and
this was almost 500 years before Christopher Columbus! To the west, the
Vikings first discovered Iceland and then went on to reach Greenland.
In the other direction, the Vikings drove deep into Eastern Europe:
to the Baltic, Caspian, Mediterranean and Red Seas; then on into Russia
and the Orient. They even made it to the prosperous city of Constantinople*!

where are
we now?

GREENLAND

NORWEGIAN
SEA
VINLAND
(NORTH AMERICA)

ICELAND
NORWAY

VOLGA BULGARS
SWEDEN

ATLANTIC OCEAN

NORTH
SEA

IRELAND

RUS'
STATES

ENGLAND

CA

SP
SE IAN
A

WEST
SLAVS
SCANDINAVIAN*
COLONIES
8th century
9th century
10th century
11th century
Areas frequently
subjected to Viking
raids*
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FRANCE

IBERIAN
KINGDOMS

BULGARS

There is no satellite navigation
in the Viking Age! Not even
a compass. To navigate, the
Vikings use the stars, the sun
and the flight patterns of the
seabirds.

• 210 x 270 mm

BLACK SEA

ITALY
BIZANTINE EMPIRE

AL ANDALUS
MEDITERRANEAN SEA

23

• 32 pages + cover
(selfending)

4

• Hard cover

castles
A castle was used to showcase
the power of its noble owner.
Essentially, the bigger it was, the

a true star

stronger he was!

Winners of jousts* are treated as veritable heroes.
Everyone is desperate to go to see them in a tournament*!

They were generally built on hilltops, near a source of water. Early castles
were made of wood, which was cheaper but did make them a fire risk!
There was therefore a gradual move towards stone constructions and

the military salute
At the start of a joust*, both knights
raise the visors* of their helmets with
their right hands to look each other
in the eye. This is the origin of the
military salute.

castles increased in size with the addition of turrets and ramparts*. In this
way, they became virtually impenetrable!
Castles were swarming with people! The king, his family, his court*,
knights, servants, farmers and labourers… There was room enough for
everybody. The servants were responsible for keeping house: preparing
the food, mucking out the stables and lighting fires to heat the freezing
castle. Nights could be chilly within four stone walls!

jousts
Jousting* is such a popular sport
that a knight may even be granted
a leave of absence from war to take
part in an important tournament*!

18
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Leonardo da Vinci
Leonardo da Vinci was without doubt one of the
greatest geniuses of all time.
Creator of the world-famous Mona Lisa, da Vinci was
not only a painter, but also an architect, sculptor,
military and civil engineer, mathematician, geologist,
botanist and anatomist. He quite literally specialised
in everything! He was a perfect representation of the
Renaissance ideal: the complete, universal man.
He was born in Vinci in Italy in 1452, hence
his name. He benefitted from little formal

jack of all trades
Leonardo da Vinci is responsible for designing… the first parachute,
the first helicopter, the first aeroplane, the first tank, the first repeating rifle
and the first car!

education, learning about the arts and the
sciences all by himself! From the age of 14,
he studied painting and became famous
throughout Italy.
At the same time as painting, he developed
techniques for laying siege to towns and
castles. He was also an expert in human
anatomy. Legend has it that he would dig up
graves in the dead of night in order to study
the bodies!
By the time of his death, Leonardo da Vinci had amassed approximately
13,000 pages of notes, plans, drawings and scientific essays! Only about
7,000 of these are in existence today…

22

August 2017
Deadline for material:

1 st March 2017
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An attractive and enjoyable series that brings history alive! These 4 cleverly
designed titles introduce the Romans, Vikings, Knights and the Renaissance
period to children! Young readers will be fascinated by these captivating texts
and attractive illustrations!
A fun way for young readers to take a first step into history.
• Educational but far from being too serious
• Captivating texts and attractive illustrations
• Brings history alive!

5

Foreseen publication:

a peculiar kind of genius
Leonardo da Vinci has a reputation for being a little bizarre. He is lefthanded (a trait considered at this time to be linked to the devil) and dyslexic
and he writes backwards (in other words, from right to left, inverting all the
letters). What do you make of that?!

4 new titles to learn good manners

n be a little uncouth
of queues, sneezes
stens to others!

ur children will learn
ave fun doing so.

Learn Good Manners
with Corentin the Monkey

COLLECTION

her. She tramples flowers and vegetables without any care, lets the tap run
and never sorts her garbage.

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Then, Domino the goat decides to teach her how to respect nature…
a first step in understanding Ecology that at times is really very funny!

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124

Then, her older cousin Lola decides to teach her to be prudent…
a very important learning process that at times is really very funny!

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

Thanks to this series of amusing stories, your children will learn
the principles of good manners – and have fun doing so.

P0133 AF

LIVING TOGETHER

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

LIVING TOGETHER

Learn to be Cautious
with Alice the Mouse

Billy is an adorable bear cub but he has a little problem…
COLLECTION

Alice is nosey little mouse full of energy but also pretty reckless.
She does not look what’s in front of her, she puts her hands everywhere,
leans dangerously out of windows and crosses the road without looking left or right!

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Meanwhile, Billy is sad and would love to have more friends.
So, Mokka the cat decides to teach him a few lessons on hygiene…
a learning process that at times is really very funny!

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

LIVING TOGETHER

Learn to be Clean
with Billy the Bear Cub

Corentin is a funny little monkey but with very bad behaviour!
COLLECTION

he doesn’t take care of himself. He is always dirty and he doesn’t smell good
to say the least! So everyone in the forest runs away from him!

P0124

Learn Good Manners
with Corentin the Monkey

COLLECTION

her. She tramples flowers and vegetables without any care, lets the tap run
and never sorts her garbage.

Then, Lily the gazelle decides to teach him good manners…
a learning process that at times is really very funny!

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Then, Domino the goat decides to teach her how to respect nature…
a first step in understanding Ecology that at times is really very funny!

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

LIVING TOGETHER

Daisy is a happy and carefree cow but she does not respect the nature around
COLLECTION

He spits, makes faces, doesn’t cover his mouth when yawning,
leaves rubbish behind him and pushes others without apologizing!

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Learn to
Respect Nature
with Daisy the Cow

with Pip the Squirrel

Then, her older cousin Lola decides to teach her to be prudent…
a very important learning process that at times is really very funny!

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Thanks to this series of amusing stories, your children will learn
the principles of good manners – and have fun doing so.

P0133 BF

8 books in this collection:
LIVING TOGETHER

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

LIVING TOGETHER

Learn to be Cautious
with Alice the Mouse

Billy is an adorable bear cub but he has a little problem…
COLLECTION

Alice is nosey little mouse full of energy but also pretty reckless.
She does not look what’s in front of her, she puts her hands everywhere,
leans dangerously out of windows and crosses the road without looking left or right!

P0124

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Learn to Respect Nature with Daisy the Cow

COLLECTION

and better-behaved! Something that turns out to be quite fun after all!

8 books in this collection:

Learn to
Respect Nature
with Daisy the Cow

P0124

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Meanwhile, Billy is sad and would love to have more friends.
So, Mokka the cat decides to teach him a few lessons on hygiene…
a learning process that at times is really very funny!

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

LIVING TOGETHER

Learn to be Clean
with Billy the Bear Cub

Corentin is a funny little monkey but with very bad behaviour!
COLLECTION

he doesn’t take care of himself. He is always dirty and he doesn’t smell good
to say the least! So everyone in the forest runs away from him!

P0124

Learn Good Manners
with Corentin the Monkey

COLLECTION

her. She tramples flowers and vegetables without any care, lets the tap run
and never sorts her garbage.

Then, Lily the gazelle decides to teach him good manners…
a learning process that at times is really very funny!

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Then, Domino the goat decides to teach her how to respect nature…
a first step in understanding Ecology that at times is really very funny!

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

LIVING TOGETHER

Daisy is a happy and carefree cow but she does not respect the nature around
COLLECTION

He spits, makes faces, doesn’t cover his mouth when yawning,
leaves rubbish behind him and pushes others without apologizing!

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Learn to Respect Nature with Daisy the Cow

LIVING TOGETHER

Daisy is a happy and carefree cow but she does not respect the nature around
COLLECTION

Then, Lily the gazelle decides to teach him good manners…
a learning process that at times is really very funny!

Learn to be Clean with Billy the Bear Cub

LIVING TOGETHER

He spits, makes faces, doesn’t cover his mouth when yawning,
leaves rubbish behind him and pushes others without apologizing!

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124
Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Learn to be Cautious with Alice the Mouse

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

Learn Good Manners with Corentin the Monkey

Meanwhile, Billy is sad and would love to have more friends.
So, Mokka the cat decides to teach him a few lessons on hygiene…
a learning process that at times is really very funny!

Learn to be Clean
with Billy the Bear Cub

Corentin is a funny little monkey but with very bad behaviour!
COLLECTION

he doesn’t take care of himself. He is always dirty and he doesn’t smell good
to say the least! So everyone in the forest runs away from him!

LIVING TOGETHER

without covering his mouth and never listens to others!

Learn to
Respect Nature
with Daisy the Cow

P0124
Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Thanks to this series of amusing stories, your children will learn
the principles of good manners – and have fun doing so.

P0133 DF

Learn to be polite

with Damdam the Elephant

Learn to be polite with Damdam the Elephant

Thanks to this series of amusing stories, your children will learn
the principles of good manners – and have fun doing so.

LIVING TOGETHER

Learn to be Cautious
with Alice the Mouse

Billy is an adorable bear cub but he has a little problem…
COLLECTION

P0124
Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Learn to Respect Nature with Daisy the Cow

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
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At the back of a hen house lives a kind-hearted hen called Clucky.
Clucky has lots of friends who she loves playing with,
but there’s one small problem: she talks far too much!
“Cluck, cluck, Soandso is doing this, cluck cluck,
Whatshisname is doing that, cluck cluck cluck.”
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table manners

with Pip the Squirrel

In the depths of the savannah lives a little hippopotamus called
Harry. Harry loves playing with his friends, but there’s one small
problem: he hates to lose. But he has found a way round this…
Hey presto! One card up his sleeve, another in his pocket
and a third tucked in his trousers!

P0133 DF

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

P0133_CV_Good_Manners.indd 4

11/08/16 10:34

• 220 x 220 mm

Foreseen publication:

• 32 pages + cover
(selfending)

May 2017

• Hard cover

6

11/08/16 10:34

Deadline for material:

1 st December 2016

Once her squirrel friend is sitting
comfortably at the table, Mimi brings out…
a hazelnut tart! Quite forgetting where
he is, Pip doesn’t even pause for breath –
he dives straight in and devours
it in a single mouthful!

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

COLLECTION

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124

Learn to
Respect Nature
with Daisy the Cow

P0124

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!
P0124

23/01/15 14:20

26/01/15 09:52

Learn Good Manners
with Corentin the Monkey

COLLECTION

her. She tramples flowers and vegetables without any care, lets the tap run
and never sorts her garbage.
Then, Domino the goat decides to teach her how to respect nature…
a first step in understanding Ecology that at times is really very funny!

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

Learn Good Manners
with Corentin the Monkey

Learn to
Respect Nature
with Daisy the Cow

Then, her older cousin Lola decides to teach her to be prudent…
a very important learning process that at times is really very funny!

4 titles in this collection:
LIVING TOGETHER

Then, her older cousin Lola decides to teach her to be prudent…
a very important learning process that at times is really very funny!

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

LIVING TOGETHER

Learn to be Cautious
with Alice the Mouse

Billy is an adorable bear cub but he has a little problem…
COLLECTION

Alice is nosey little mouse full of energy but also pretty reckless.
She does not look what’s in front of her, she puts her hands everywhere,
leans dangerously out of windows and crosses the road without looking left or right!

Meanwhile, Billy is sad and would love to have more friends.
So, Mokka the cat decides to teach him a few lessons on hygiene…
a learning process that at times is really very funny!

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124
Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

P0124
Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Learn to be Clean
with Billy the Bear Cub

LIVING TOGETHER

Corentin is a funny little monkey but with very bad behaviour!
COLLECTION

he doesn’t take care of himself. He is always dirty and he doesn’t smell good
to say the least! So everyone in the forest runs away from him!

Then, Lily the gazelle decides to teach him good manners…
a learning process that at times is really very funny!

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!
P0124
Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

LIVING TOGETHER

Daisy is a happy and carefree cow but she does not respect the nature around
COLLECTION

He spits, makes faces, doesn’t cover his mouth when yawning,
leaves rubbish behind him and pushes others without apologizing!

Learn Good Manners
with Corentin the Monkey

COLLECTION

her. She tramples flowers and vegetables without any care, lets the tap run
and never sorts her garbage.
Then, Domino the goat decides to teach her how to respect nature…
a first step in understanding Ecology that at times is really very funny!

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

Learn to Respect Nature with Daisy the Cow

LIVING TOGETHER

Daisy is a happy and carefree cow but she does not respect the nature around
COLLECTION

Living TogeTher

ColleCtion

She does not look what’s in front of her, she puts her hands everywhere,
leans dangerously out of windows and crosses the road without looking left or right!

Learn to
Respect Nature
with Daisy the Cow

P0124
Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124

P0124_COVER_Corentin.indd 1

Then, Domino the goat decides to teach her how to respect nature…
a first step in understanding Ecology that at times is really very funny!

Alice is a nosey little mouse full of energy but also pretty reckless.
ColleCtion

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

Thanks to these charming and
very amusing stories, learning
the rules of “Living Together”
becomes a real pleasure!

Learn Good Manners
with Corentin the Monkey

her. She tramples flowers and vegetables without any care, lets the tap run
and never sorts her garbage.

Learn to be Cautious
with Alice the Mouse

Learn to be Cautious with Alice the Mouse

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124

LIVING TOGETHER

Daisy is a happy and carefree cow but she does not respect the nature around
COLLECTION

Learn Good Manners with Corentin the Monkey

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Learn to be Clean with Billy the Bear Cub

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Then, Lily the gazelle decides to teach him good manners…
a learning process that at times is really very funny!

Learn to
Respect Nature
with Daisy the Cow

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Learn Good Manners with Corentin the Monkey

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124

Then, Lily the gazelle decides to teach him good manners…
a learning process that at times is really very funny!

Learn to Respect Nature with Daisy the Cow

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124
Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

LIVING TOGETHER

He spits, makes faces, doesn’t cover his mouth when yawning,
leaves rubbish behind him and pushes others without apologizing!

P0124_COVER_Marguerite.indd 1

LIVING TOGETHER

He spits, makes faces, doesn’t cover his mouth when yawning,
leaves rubbish behind him and pushes others without apologizing!

Learn to be Clean with Billy the Bear Cub

Meanwhile, Billy is sad and would love to have more friends.
So, Mokka the cat decides to teach him a few lessons on hygiene…
a learning process that at times is really very funny!

Learn to be Clean
with Billy the Bear Cub

Corentin is a funny little monkey but with very bad behaviour!
COLLECTION

he doesn’t take care of himself. He is always dirty and he doesn’t smell good
to say the least! So everyone in the forest runs away from him!

Learn to be Cautious with Alice the Mouse

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

LIVING TOGETHER

Learn to be Cautious
with Alice the Mouse

Billy is an adorable bear cub but he has a little problem…
COLLECTION

Learn Good Manners with Corentin the Monkey

LIVING TOGETHER

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Living TogeTher

Then, Lily the gazelle decides to teach him good manners…
a learning process that at times is really very funny!

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Meanwhile, Billy is sad and would love to have more friends.
So, Mokka the cat decides to teach him a few lessons on hygiene…
a learning process that at times is really very funny!

Learn to be Clean
with Billy the Bear Cub

Corentin is a funny little monkey but with very bad behaviour!
COLLECTION

he doesn’t take care of himself. He is always dirty and he doesn’t smell good
to say the least! So everyone in the forest runs away from him!

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Corentin is a funny little monkey but with very bad behaviour!
He spits, makes faces, doesn’t cover his mouth when yawning,
leaves rubbish behind him and pushes others without apologizing!

Then, her older cousin Lola decides to teach her to be prudent…
a very important learning process that at times is really very funny!

LIVING TOGETHER

Learn to be Cautious
with Alice the Mouse

Billy is an adorable bear cub but he has a little problem…
COLLECTION

P0124

P0124_COVER_Billy.indd 1

Alice is nosey little mouse full of energy but also pretty reckless.
She does not look what’s in front of her, she puts her hands everywhere,
leans dangerously out of windows and crosses the road without looking left or right!

ColleCtion

Learn to Respect Nature with Daisy the Cow

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Our “Living Together” collection
is extended by 4 new titles! Going
through these cute and telling
stories, children will learn good
manners and how to behave by
watching our 4 new heroes being
called to order. Fortunately,
4 titles in this collection:
Harry the Hippo, Clucky the Hen,
Damdam the Elephant and Pip the
Squirrel have good friends ready
to help them!

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Then, her older cousin Lola decides to teach her to be prudent…
a very important learning process that at times is really very funny!

Learn to Respect Nature with Daisy the Cow

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

4 titles in this collection:
LIVING TOGETHER

Alice is nosey little mouse full of energy but also pretty reckless.
She does not look what’s in front of her, she puts her hands everywhere,
leans dangerously out of windows and crosses the road without looking left or right!

Learn Good Manners with Corentin the Monkey

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Learn to be Cautious with Alice the Mouse

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Then, Domino the goat decides to teach her how to respect nature…
a first step in understanding Ecology that at times is really very funny!

Learn Good Manners with Corentin the Monkey

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

P0124

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Learn to
Respect Nature
with Daisy the Cow

COLLECTION

Learn Good Manners
with Corentin the Monkey

her. She tramples flowers and vegetables without any care, lets the tap run
and never sorts her garbage.

Then, Lily the gazelle decides to teach him good manners…
a learning process that at times is really very funny!

Learn to be Clean with Billy the Bear Cub

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

LIVING TOGETHER

Daisy is a happy and carefree cow but she does not respect the nature around
COLLECTION

He spits, makes faces, doesn’t cover his mouth when yawning,
leaves rubbish behind him and pushes others without apologizing!

Meanwhile, Billy is sad and would love to have more friends.
So, Mokka the cat decides to teach him a few lessons on hygiene…
a learning process that at times is really very funny!

Learn to be Cautious with Alice the Mouse

Thanks to these little stories, learning the rules
of “Living Together” really becomes enjoyable!

LIVING TOGETHER

Learn to be Clean
with Billy the Bear Cub

Corentin is a funny little monkey but with very bad behaviour!
COLLECTION

he doesn’t take care of himself. He is always dirty and he doesn’t smell good
to say the least! So everyone in the forest runs away from him!

4 titles in this “Living Together” collection:

Learn to Respect Nature with Daisy the Cow

LIVING TOGETHER

Learn to be Cautious
with Alice the Mouse

Billy is an adorable bear cub but he has a little problem…
COLLECTION

Then, her older cousin Lola decides to teach her to be prudent…
a very important learning process that at times is really very funny!

Then, Domino the goat decides to teach her how to respect nature…
a first step in understanding Ecology that at times is really very funny!

Learn to be Clean with Billy the Bear Cub

4 titles in this collection:
LIVING TOGETHER

Alice is nosey little mouse full of energy but also pretty reckless.
She does not look what’s in front of her, she puts her hands everywhere,
leans dangerously out of windows and crosses the road without looking left or right!

Living TogeTher

her. She tramples flowers and vegetables without any care, lets the tap run
and never sorts her garbage.

Learn to be Clean with Billy the Bear Cub

Meanwhile, Billy is sad and would love to have more friends.
So, Mokka the cat decides to teach him a few lessons on hygiene…
a learning process that at times is really very funny!

Learn to be Clean
with Billy the Bear Cub

Daisy is a happy and carefree cow but she does not respect the nature around
ColleCtion

PICTURE BOOKS

Living TogeTher

Billy is an adorable bear cub but he has a little problem…
he doesn’t take care of himself. He is always dirty and he doesn’t smell good
to say the least! So everyone in the forest runs away from him!

Learn to be Cautious with Alice the Mouse

Ref: P0124

PREVIOUS TITLES IN THIS SERIES:

P0124

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.
The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly
different from the printing
quality of this dummy.

P0124_COVER_Alice.indd 1

23/01/15 14:20

23/01/15 14:51
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• Educational values and
principles
• Funny and touching stories
• Proven bestselling series
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EDUCATIONAL BOOKS • Ref: S0194

SMART KIDS
2 new titles for second level

• 210 x 297 mm

Foreseen publication:

• 24 pages + 6 page cover

June 2017

• 2 bind-ups of the original
series are now available!

Deadline for material:

2nd January 2017

Our Smart Kids’ collection has been
such a success, that we decided to
add 2 new titles to it. One title is being
dedicated to Mathematics while the
other one provides the opportunity
for young children to acquire the first
notions of Anatomy, Geography and
Nature.
These books also come with a practical
and didactic “wipe-clean flap” for
endless training!
• Learning while playing
• Instructive but not too scholarly
• Didactic wipe-clean flap

SECOND LEVEL

Ref: S0168

Ref: S0176

FIRST LEVEL

EDUCATIONAL BOOKS

PREVIOUS TITLES IN THIS SERIES:

48 PAGES BIND-UP

9

also available

LEARN TO DRAW
EDUCATIONAL BOOKS • Ref: S0193

Forest Animals • Animals of the Savannah

With a Wipe-Clean
Board and a Felt Pen!

The Racoon

The Deer
1

4

1
4

2

2

Draw a racoon with its Zorro mask.

Draw a majestic deer.

10

3

3

• 160 x 297 mm

Foreseen publication:

• Wipe board 210 x 297 mm

May 2017

• 32 pages + wipe clean
board + cover stitched book

Deadline for material:

• Felt pen erasable marker
in blister

1st December 2016

Our popular “Learn to Draw”
collection with a wipe-clean board
and a felt pen returns with 2 new
titles. With these cleverly designed
new titles, children will learn how
to sketch the animals of the forest
and of the savannah very easily.
The drawing processes are clearly
explained, step by step! What’s
more important is that children
will have the opportunity to train
endlessly on the wipe-clean board
using the felt pen that comes with
each title!

Ref: S0180

EDUCATIONAL BOOKS

PREVIOUS TITLES IN THIS SERIES:

The Snail

The Cow
1

1

The Dolphin

4

1

4

4
2

2

Draw a crawly snail.

2

Draw a happy playful dolphin.

Draw a big happy cow.

3

3

• “Step by Step” learn to draw method
• Ideal for developing hand motor function
• Ingenious Felt Pen packaging
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3

ACTIVITY BOOKS • Ref: J0337

PLAY WITH ROBIN HOOD
3 titles

Marian would really like a new dress
in a different colour. Help her expand
her wardrobe by colouring in and
decorating these 2 dresses.

Can you help Robin find his way to the
treasure chest? He must cross Sherwood
Forest but make sure to avoid Ralf and Rolf,
the sheriff, the guard and Prince John.

With Vinyl Stickers
and a large scene!

• 210 x 297 mm

12

• 16 pages + vinyl stickers
spread + 6 pages cover

To start with, correctly match up the 2 halves
to form words. Then write the number of the
correct illustration next to each of the words.

A painter has painted the portraits of
this noble family, but there are 3 mistakes
in each picture. Can you find them?

SH

OUR

A

VER
IELD

MAL
CROSS

BOW
XE

ARM

LET

QUI
1

2
3

4

5

6

Match up each of these pictures with the
corresponding text. There is one extra picture
– think up a sentence that relates to this
scene and write it on the dotted line below.

Draw each arrow’s trajectory using a ruler,
as shown in the example, to find out where
it will hit the target. Each time, make a note
of Robin’s score. Finally, calculate his total
score: ...............

............................................................................................
1 Ha ha! All this gold is

100

80

ours now!

60

40

A

60
........

2 Capture Robin right away
and throw him behind bars!
3 Let me go immediately,

100

you bunch of fools!

80

60

40

4 Oh Robin, my hero!

B

........
100

Thank you for saving me!
5 Now the bandits will never
get past!

80

60

40

........
100

80

60

40

C

E

D

F

........
100

80

60

40

........

At 10 years old, Robin Hood is already a true hero full of bravery.
With humour, he goes up against young Prince John, along with his
faithful friends, Tuck, Little John, Marian and Scarlett. Children will
discover the universe of the young Robin Hood while going through
the numerous games and activities of this series.
Thanks to a spread of vinyl stickers, children will also have fun
placing again and again these characters and many others on the
various scenes of Sherwood Forest, Nottingham village and Prince
John’s Castle.

April 2017
Deadline for material:

1st December 2016

• Well-known TV license
• Loads of reusable vinyl stickers
• Getting to know the legendary Robin Hood!

13

Foreseen publication:

Based on the original TV series “Robin Hood, Mischief in Sherwood” directed
by Sandra Derval © 2016 Method Animation, DQ Entertainment, Fabrique
d’images, ZDF, ZDF Enterprises, De Agostini / TF1

ACTIVITY BOOKS • Ref: J0340

SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE

With Puffy Stickers!

• 210 x 297 mm

Foreseen publication:

• 16 pages + sticker spread
+ cover + puffy stickers

February 2017

14

• Shaped

Deadline for material:

10 th November 2016

Thanks to the tremendous
success of our Smurfs books,
our collaboration with IMPS, the
licensor of the SmurfsTM, goes
on! We are now presenting two
new activity titles based on the
illustrations of the upcoming
“Smurfs and the Lost Village” movie
(Sony Picture Animation). This
new 3D computer-animated film
is scheduled to be released during
spring 2017.
Besides carrying out exciting and
varied activities with our cute
legendary characters, children
will have tremendous fun while
recreating scenes of the movie with
plenty of super reusable stickers!
As a bonus, they’ll get a set of
puffy stickers with their favourite
characters.
• Worldwide & bestselling license
• Release of new animated film
scheduled for Spring 2017
• Puffy stickers on the front cover
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Ref: S0190

Ref: S0174

Ref: K0154

Ref: C0182

PREVIOUS TITLES:

ACTIVITY BOOKS • Ref: J0338

PONY CLUB
At the Riding School • Show Time • Pony Trekking

Now the riders are going to fetch their horses
from the field.
Can you find the images shown in the squares below, in the
main picture? Which one does not come from this picture?

Lily is brushing Caramel. To work out which order
she should use the brushes, count each type of brush.
The brush that appears once should be used first, the one
that appears twice should be used second, and so on.

16

With Stencils & Stickers!

• 210 x 297 mm

Foreseen publication:

• 16 pages + 1 sticker spread
+ 1 spread with stencils
+ cover

June 2017
Deadline for material:

2 nd January 2017

These 3 activity titles have
been specially designed
for every horse lover!
Children will meet their
friends who share a
passion for ponies! They
will join them for a day
at their riding school,
at a horse show and
during a forest trek. Fun
guaranteed thanks to
numerous puzzles, games,
activities, colouring…
For even more fun and
interaction, each title
contains many stencils
as well as numerous
colourful stickers!
• Popular & bestselling
theme!
• Many stencils and
loads of bright reusable
stickers

ACTIVITY SERIES FOR TOP GIRLS!

Ref: J0325

Ref: J0325

Ref: J0320

ACTIVITY BOOKS

Witch
Dance
Sport

Ref: J0315
Foreseen publication:

June 2017

New covers have been created for
6 bestselling titles aimed at TOP girls!

Deadline for material:

2 nd January 2017
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Ref: J0320

Ref: J0315

Girls & Horses
Stars & Pets
Fantasy

COLOUR BOOKS • Ref: C0219

BICYCLE RACING
Colour your Heroes!

• 210 x 297 mm

Foreseen publication:

• 32 pages + sticker spread
+ cover

April 2017
Deadline for material:

1 December 2016
st

18

COLOUR • Ref: C0222

GOAAAAL!
Colour your Football Heroes!

Hill climbing, spectacular falls, frenzied sprints
and screaming crowds at the finish line…
That is what cycling races are all about!
After the success of our bestselling football
colouring title, here is another colouring book
aimed now at young cycling fans!
Full of humour, each title comes with an entire
spread of reusable stickers to spice up the
cycling & football experience!
• Bigger-than-life cycling and football scenes
• Fun and entertaining colouring activities
• Reusable cool stickers

With 4 Magic Scratch Cards and Stencils

COLOUR BOOKS • Ref: C0220

DRAWING ANIMALS

Scratch
Cards

• 220 x 220 mm

Foreseen publication:

• 32 pages + 4 scratch-off
sheets + 1 PP sheet
+ greyboard + cover

May 2017
Deadline for material:

2 nd January 2017

An extremely original concept aimed at
developing children’s creativity! Every
title contains 4 magic scratch cards
and a wonderful stencil page. These
features will allow the young artists-tobe to draw incredible animals in exotic
settings and flamboyant colours.
• 4 Magic scratch cards inside polybag
•Stencil page
• Bestselling wire-o format

19

Stencils

COLOUR BOOKS • Ref: C0218

COLOUR ANIMALS
4 titles
With Colour Codes!

• 210 x 265 mm

Foreseen publication:

• 16 pages + cover

August 2017

20

• Handle shaped

Deadline for material:

3rd April 2017

An exciting colouring series for the little
ones containing varied colour codes to
illustrate their favourite animals. The
codes will help children not only in their
colouring activities but also to learn and
get used to colours, shapes, figures as
well as letters.
• Interactive educative colouring book
• Cute handle-shaped for easy carry-on
• Favourite animals shown in their own
environment

Snow White • Cinderella • Rapunzel • The Snow Queen

Foreseen publication:

• 16 pages + sticker spread
+ cover with glittering

June 2017

• Shaped

Deadline for material:

1 st February 2017

A colouring book for every little
princess-to-be! A very attractive series
describing the most famous princess
stories of the moment.
The colouring activities are highlighted
with fabulous stickers and stunning
glittering on front covers. A series that
will make every little girl’s dreams come
true!
• Stickers and glittering
• Clever shaping for increased visibility
on shelves
• Bestselling concept & format
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• 210 x 297 mm

COLOUR BOOKS • Ref: C0217

COLOUR PRINCESSES

BOARD BOOKS • Ref: K0160

BABY’S FIRST WORDS
4 titles

Parrot

Castle

h
ac
Pe

Lemon

Sun

• 145 x 145 mm

Foreseen publication:

• 16 spreads + cover

September 2017

• Board books

22

• Case bound

Deadline for material:

3rd April 2017

Cherries

Thanks to these 4 titles of this classic
series, our little ones will discover
and learn how to recognise and name
familiar objects as well as their
favourite animals.
These are ideal first learning tools for
parents willing to provide their children
with a kick-start learning experience at
an early age!
• 16 easy recognisable illustrations
per book
• Clear lay-out for perfect focus
• All-time favourite first learning tool

6 titles

BOARD BOOKS • Ref: K0161

GROWING UP WITH BUNNY

This series of 6 titles describes Bunny’s
first experiences in life. Bunny is an
adorable little rabbit, that young children
will identify themselves with and plunge
into first time life experience stories.
This series will help the little ones and
their parents to overcome their fears
going through these first big steps
in life: going to the doctor, trying to
dress without help, going to the potty,
overcoming the fear of the first sleepover,
going to school and even having the joy of
becoming a big brother or sister!

He looks in my mouth with
a lollipop stick…
He uses some funny headphones
to listen to my heart…

Growing_Up_NEW_BABY.indd 8-9

11/08/16 18:42

Grow_Up_DOCTOR_v2.indd 7

11/08/16 14:24

• 140 x 140 mm

Foreseen publication:

• 5 spreads + cover

September 2017

• Board books

Deadline for material:

3rd April 2017

A delightful series, full of warmth and
humour, which will accompany the little
ones as they take their first steps in life.
• Artistic and warm illustrations
• Enlightening and educational
• Touching stories

23

But sometimes he smiles
too and makes lots of little
bubbles with his mouth.
That’s funny!

CHRISTMAS PAPERCRAFT
SEASONAL BOOKS • Ref: J0339

Detach, Fold, Colour, Stick and Play
 100 bright and stunning
stickers in each book!

A

B

A
B

A

4

• 210 x 297 mm

Foreseen publication:

• 4 instructions pages
+ 12 pre-cut pages
+ sticker spread + cover

September 2017
Deadline for material:
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1st May 2017

B

B

A
5

Easy to assemble pre-cut Christmas
decorations! Children will have fun
during the festive season customising
their very own garlands, miniChristmas trees, cones, baubles
as well as pop-up cards and labels!
Two interactive books to stimulate
creativity and handiness!
• Safety First: no cutting tools required
• Thick paper makes craft easy &
strong

